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The Will, the Wit, the Judgement: the
importance of an early start in productive
and successful creative writing
JAMES C. KAUFMAN & CLAUDIA A. GENTILE

Most traditional concepts about creative writers include the idea that creative talent is
evident early – that productive and talented writers began their careers at a young age. Yet
few empirical studies have actually examined this supposition. A study of 986 creative
writers from the twentieth century investigated the relationship between the age at first
publication and measures of productivity (numbers of works produced) and success (win-
ning a Nobel or Pulitzer prize). While significant relationships were found between an early
debut and increased productivity in poetry and total number of works, it is more noteworthy
that a writer’s age at first publication was not significantly related to total productivity in
fiction or success. Implications for creative writers and teachers of creative writing are
discussed, along with how these findings might be incorporated into the current standards-
based reform efforts.

Introduction

‘At 20 years of age, the will reigns; at 30, the wit; at 40, the judgement.’—
Benjamin Franklin

‘It took me fifteen years to discover I had no talent for writing, but I couldn’t give
it up because by that time I was too famous.’—Robert Benchley

Are creative writers born or made? Romantic notions claim that a writer’s talent is
innate and mysterious. While the image of a young and gifted writer may not be as
prevalent as that of four-year-old Mozart writing brilliant melodies, there is nonethe-
less the common perception that if creative writing does not come easily to you when
you are young, you are probably not meant to be a creative writer.

These ideas are not terribly conducive to teaching creative writing or becoming a
creative writer. What 30-year-old would want to begin pursuing a discipline for
which he or she was already considered too old, especially when ‘common wisdom’
views the late-bloomer’s chances for success as limited? If these ideas were rooted in
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fact, they would be discouraging enough. But there is little evidence beyond
anecdotes and stories that writing talent always manifests itself early or that writers
who begin their craft when young are the most successful and productive.

To go beyond the anecdotal views, it would be useful to review work done in
the area of life-long productivity. Much of the best research in this area has
been historiometric – wherein biographies and life histories are analyzed with
statistical methods (Simonton, 1994). Studies of artistic greatness have found that
output usually begins at a relative young age, in the mid-20s (Raskin, 1936;
Simonton, 1984, 1997). However, many of the most in-depth studies focus only on
the most eminent geniuses or fields other than writing, such as science, psychology
and music (e.g. Simonton, 1991a,b, 1992). The studies that do examine literary
figures often address questions about length of career or focus on methodological
issues (e.g. Crozier, 1999; Simonton, 1975). Thus, the exact question of the
importance or non-importance of an early start to literary success has not been
addressed in detail.

Research Questions

An investigation of the question of whether one’s age at first publication has an
effect on future productivity and success would yield information that might help
writing teachers and prospective creative writers. Following the methods of historio-
metric research, an analysis of the biographies of successful writers would yield
useful information about the relationship between the age at which writers first
publish, their overall productivity and their level of success. The current study
undertook such an analysis to address the following questions:

· Will writers who debut at an earlier age produce more works of fiction, poetry,
plays, and non-fiction than those who debut at a later age?

· Will writers who debut at an earlier age win more national and/or international
prizes than those who debut at a later age?

Methods

Sample and Materials

The source of biographical data analyzed for the present study was A reader’s guide
to twentieth-century writers (Parker & Kermode, 1996), an encyclopedia-like compi-
lation of 986 prominent writers from the twentieth century. Most were British and
American, but writers from many different countries were represented. Entries for
each writer included in the reference book ranged from a few paragraphs to a few
pages. Most entries contained information about the writer’s birth and death dates
as well as a complete publication list. Inclusion in the book was based purely on
literary merit as judged by a panel of English literature critics and scholars. The
details of a writer’s life might have determined the length of the entry, but not
whether he or she entered the book. This volume was selected because of the depth
of information it contained. For example, a complete list of each author’s publica-
tions was provided for each entry.
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Table 1. Number of writers in the sample, by age at � rst publication

Age at � rst publication

21 and
under 22–25 26–29 30–35 36 and over Total

95 200 287 266 138 986

Analysis of Data

The following information was coded for each of the 986 entries in A reader’s guide
to twentieth-century writers. [For more information on the nature of the sample, please
see Kaufman (2001a,b).]

· year of first publication (or performance of a play)
· total number of works written in the realm of fiction, poetry, playwriting, and

non-fiction
· whether or not the writer won the Pulitzer Prize and/or the Nobel Prize
· years of active writing (years between first publication and last or most recent

publication).

Next, the writers’ age at first publication was divided into five categories. These
categories were 21 years and under; 22–25 years; 26–29 years; 30–35 years; and 36
years and over. The total number of writers, by age of first publication, is presented
in Table 1.

A series of analyses were then conducted to compare the overall level of produc-
tivity for the writers in each of the above five categories. In addition, an analysis was
conducted to determine how many of the writers in the five categories were highly
successful. Success was defined in terms of prizes won: national (Pulitzer Prize)
and/or international (Nobel Prize). The results of these analyses are presented
below.

Results

Analyses for Productivity

To address the question of whether writers who debut at an earlier age produces
more than writers who debut at a later age, the number of works produced for each
of the five age groups was analyzed. Table 2 presents the results of these analyses.

To determine whether these results were significant, a Multiple Analysis of
Variance (MANOVA) was calculated with the five age groups serving as the
independent variable and the average number of fiction, poems, plays, non-fiction,
and total works serving as the dependent variable. The MANOVA was significant,
with a Wilks’ Lambda of 0.89 and a Rao’s R (20, 3241) of 5.88 (p , 0.0001). To
further investigate the nature of the significant differences, a post-hoc comparison
was conducted using Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference test. Table 3 presents
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Table 2. Average number of works by age group for � ction, poetry, plays, non-� ction
and total works

Age at � rst publication

Type of 21 and 36 and
writing under 22–25 26–29 30–35 over Total

Total works 38.92 36.03 29.96 23.58 18.01 28.66
Fiction 11.62 11.73 12.17 10.50 9.72 11.23
Poetry 8.83 7.39 5.42 3.88 2.03 5.26
Plays 7.80 8.37 6.42 4.37 1.64 5.73
Non-� ction 10.65 8.57 5.95 4.83 4.63 6.45

the results by showing which age groups were significantly different from each other
at p , 0.05.

This analysis reveals some expected results and some surprises. Reading across
the first row of Table 3, it seems that, when compared to writers who first debuted
when they were 21 and under, those who debuted when they were 26–29 and 30–35
wrote significantly fewer poems and works of non-fiction, and had fewer total works
to their credit. Likewise, when compared to writers who first debuted when they
were 21 and under, those whose first works debuted when they were 36 and over
wrote fewer plays. The same pattern is evident reading across the second row.

Table 3. Signi� cant differences in the average number of works by age group

21 and under 22–25 26–29 30–35 36 and over

21 and under — None Poetry Poetry Poetry
Non-� ction Non-� ction Plays
Total works Total works Non-� ction

Total works

22–25 None — Non-� ction Poetry Poetry
Total works Plays Plays

Non-� ction Non-� ction
Total works Total works

26–29 Poetry Non-� ction — Total works Poetry
Non-� ction Total works Plays
Total works Total works

30–35 Poetry Poetry Total works — None
Non-� ction Plays
Total works Non-� ction

Total works

36 and over Poetry Poetry Poetry None —
Plays Plays Plays
Non-� ction Non-� ction Total works
Total works Total works
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Table 4. Average number of works per active year by age group for � ction, poetry, plays,
non-� ction and total works

Age at � rst publication
Type of
writing 21 and under 22–25 26–29 30–35 36 and over Total

Total works 0.99 0.95 0.92 0.95 0.71 0.91
Fiction 0.26 0.32 0.37 0.42 0.43 0.37
Poetry 0.27 0.19 0.18 0.20 0.06 0.18
Plays 0.21 0.25 0.20 0.17 0.06 0.18
Non-� ction 0.25 0.20 0.17 0.17 0.16 0.18

Compared to writers whose works debuted when they were in their early 20s
(22–25), those whose work debuted when they were 26–29 wrote fewer works of
non-fiction and had fewer total number of works. Also, those whose work debuted
when they were 30–35 and 36 and over wrote significantly fewer works of poetry,
plays, non-fiction than those whose work debuted when they were 22–25. They also
had, on average, fewer total number of works.

This pattern – that those who began publishing when younger tended to be more
productive – is not surprising. What is surprising is that age of first publication was
not significantly correlated to the average number of works of fiction. The next
question addressed was whether these patterns held true when number of productive
years was taken into consideration.

To examine this question, the variable of active writing was studied. Did similar
patterns emerge when controlling for how long a writer was able to write? We
calculated the average number of works a writer produced per active year – so, for
example, if a writer first published at age 20 and last published at age 60, she had
40 active writing years. If she wrote 20 poems over the course of these 40 years, then
she wrote an average of 0.5 poems per active writing year. The results are presented
in Table 4.

To determine whether these results were significant, a MANOVA was calculated
with the five age groups serving as the independent variable and the average number
of fiction, poems, plays, non-fiction, and total works per active year of writing
serving as the dependent variable. The MANOVA was significant, with a Wilks’
Lambda of 0.94 and a Rao’s R (20, 3221) of 2.69 (p , 0.0001). To further
investigate the nature of the significant differences, a post-hoc comparison was
conducted using Tukey’s Honestly Significant Difference test. Table 5 presents the
results by showing which age groups were significantly different from each other at
p , 0.05.

These results are quite different from earlier results. Those whose first works
debuted when they were under 21 wrote fewer works of fiction than those whose
work debuted from age 30–35 or age 36 and older. In a more expected direction,
writers whose work debuted after age 36 wrote fewer plays than every other group.
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Table 5. Signi� cant differences in the average number of works per active year by age group

21 and under 22–25 26–29 30–35 36 and over

21 and under —
22–25 None —
26–29 None None —
30–35 Fiction None None —
36 and over Fiction Plays Plays Plays —

Plays

Analyses for Success

Next, to address the question of whether writers who debut at an earlier age tend to
be more successful (i.e. win more national and international prizes) than those who
began to publish later, the number of writers who won the Nobel and/or Pulitzer
prize across each of the five age categories was calculated. Table 6 presents the
results of this analysis, based on the full sample of 986 writers.

An Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was calculated with the five ages groups
serving as the independent variable and the number of writers who won either the
Nobel and/or the Pulitzer Prize as the dependent variable. The ANOVA was not
significant, F (4, 981) 5 1.02, n.s. To determine whether life span was a contribut-
ing factor, a correlation was conducted between age at death and the number of
writers who won either the Nobel or Pulitzer Prize. This correlation was r 5 .05, n.s.
As age at death was not significantly correlated with winning the Nobel or Pulitzer
Prize, a separate analysis co-varying active years of writing did not need to be
conducted.

These results indicate that, although it appears in Table 5 that those who
published at younger ages received more Nobel or Pulitzer Prizes, this difference was
not statistically significant.

Discussion

The results of the above analyses contain some surprises. With regard to the first
research question – whether those who first publish when they are young are more
productive than those who first publish when they are older – the results are more

Table 6. Success by age (percentage of writers who won Pulitzer and/or Nobel prizes)

Age at � rst publication

21 and under 22–25 26–29 30–35 36 and over Total
(n 5 95) (n 5 200) (n 5 287) (n 5 266) (n 5 138 (n 5 986)
n % n % n % n % n % n %

13 14 23 12 29 10 20 8 11 8 96 10
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complex than ‘common wisdom’ would lead us to expect. Even when age is
controlled for – indeed, especially when age is controlled for – age of first publication
seems to matter for poetry and total number of works, but less so for non-fiction and
plays, and not at all for fiction. Those who began publishing when they were young
and very young (22–25 and 21 and under) produced more works of poetry and total
number of works, on average, than those whose first works were published when
they were older (30–35 or 36 and over). A similar pattern is true for the area of
non-fiction. Those who began publishing when they were very young (21 and
under) produced more non-fiction than those whose were first published when they
were older (30–35 or 36 and over).

However, this pattern does not hold true for plays or works of fiction. The only
significant difference in productivity of plays is found when comparing those who
began publishing when young (22–25) and those who began when older (36 and
over) – not when comparing those who first publish very young (21 and under) with
the older age groups. Furthermore, the results indicate that age of first publication
is unrelated to productivity for those writing works of fiction.

When production is examined in terms of how many works were produced per
year of active writing, almost all significant differences disappear. Writers who debut
after 26 write significantly fewer plays that any other group. But more interestingly,
the trend is reversed for fiction – writers who debut under 21 write fewer works of
fiction that older writers (those who debut from 30–35 and after 36).

With regard to the question of success – whether those whose writing talents
manifest themselves early (through early debuts of published works) tend to be the
writers who receive high honors – the results of this study indicate that the answer
is ‘no’. The slight variation in the number of national and international awards won
by those in the different age groups is not statistically significant. Thus, early entry
into the arena of published works of writing does not seem directly related to
success, as measured by winning the Pulitzer and/or Nobel Prizes.

Conclusion

For more than the past five years, standards-based reform efforts have been sweep-
ing the country, with almost every state articulating a set of standards to guide the
teaching of writing (Storms & Thomas, 1995). Many of these standards emphasize
the importance of developing students’ capacity for creative thinking and rec-
ommend teaching creative writing (Standards for the English/Language Arts, 1996). It
is thought that by providing students with experiences and strategies used in creative
writing, they will learn the skills necessary to develop as creative thinkers in school
and in their future lives (Ericson, 1998; Mallow & Peterson, 1999).

This goal (that all students should learn the strategies essential to creative writing
and, thus, to creative thought) is sometimes hindered by the misconception that
creative writing is a talent that manifests itself at an early age. As the results of the
present study show, writers who first publish later in life (at the age of 36) can
produce as many works of fiction and plays as those who first publish when they are
young (25 or younger). Also, those who first publish at the age of 36 and over can
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produce as many works of non-fiction as those who publish first at the age of 22–25.
Indeed, writers who publish later in life may be at an advantage in producing works
of fiction. Furthermore, those who begin to publish when they are older are just as
likely to win national and/or international recognition as those whose talent is
manifest when they are young.

The results of the present study indicate that writing teachers should re-think the
assumptions many of us have about talent, youth and creative writing. In addition
to teaching creative writing as an avenue to developing creative thought, writing
teachers could instill in their students (and themselves) the possibility of becoming
successful creative writers at any stage in their lives. Thus, creative writing could be
taught not only as a means of developing creative thinking skills, but as an end in
itself – the development of students’ abilities to be creative writers. Likewise,
colleges and universities who provide returning students with guidance could spread
the good news – that one is never too old to become a productive and successful
writer. Perhaps the story of a writer discovering his or her talents late in life can be
told to students alongside tales of the young genius.
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